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Difference in Response Reliability Predicted by
Spectrotemporal Tuning in the Cochlear Nuclei of Barn Owls
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The brainstem auditory pathway is obligatory for all aural information. Brainstem auditory neurons must encode the level and timing of
sounds, as well as their time-dependent spectral properties, the fine structure, and envelope, which are essential for sound discrimina-
tion. This study focused on envelope coding in the two cochlear nuclei of the barn owl, nucleus angularis (NA) and nucleus magnocellu-
laris (NM). NA and NM receive input from bifurcating auditory nerve fibers and initiate processing pathways specialized in encoding
interaural time (ITD) and level (ILD) differences, respectively. We found that NA neurons, although unable to accurately encode stimulus
phase, lock more strongly to the stimulus envelope than NM units. The spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) of NA neurons exhibit a
pre-excitatory suppressive field. Using multilinear regression analysis and computational modeling, we show that this feature of STRFs
can account for enhanced across-trial response reliability, by locking spikes to the stimulus envelope. Our findings indicate a dichotomy
in envelope coding between the time and intensity processing pathways as early as at the level of the cochlear nuclei. This allows the ILD
processing pathway to encode envelope information with greater fidelity than the ITD processing pathway. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that the properties of the STRFs of the neurons can be quantitatively related to spike timing reliability.

Introduction
The cochlea decomposes sound into its spectral components,
creating a topographic organization of frequency tuning that is
preserved throughout much of the brainstem. Auditory neurons
extract relevant information from the cochlear output, such as
timing, level and spectral fine structure, as well as the sound
envelope. Sound localization studies in barn owls have defined
two processing pathways that originate at the cochlear nuclei,
nucleus magnocellularis (NM) and nucleus angularis (NA),
which extract interaural time (ITD) and level (ILD) differences,
respectively (Sullivan and Konishi, 1984; Takahashi et al., 1984)
(Fig. 1). This dichotomy of ITD and ILD brainstem processing is
also present in mammals (Boudreau and Tsuchitani 1968; Gold-
berg and Brown, 1969; Guinan et al., 1972a,b; Yin and Chan,
1990; Tollin and Yin, 2002).

NA and NM receive inputs from the auditory nerve, whose
fibers bifurcate (Carr and Boudreau, 1991). Neurons in NM and
nucleus laminaris (NL) are able to phase lock to frequencies up to
9 kHz, indicating a spike timing resolution on the microsecond
scale (Sullivan and Konishi, 1984; Gerstner et al., 1996; Köppl,
1997). Although neurons lose the ability to phase lock to high
frequencies in the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus
(ICCc), information on spectrotemporal attributes of the sound

is preserved from NL to ICCc through envelope locking (Chris-
tianson and Peña, 2007). Compared with NM, neurons in NA do
not display the same degree of temporal acuity. Instead, they have
rate-level curves with a large dynamic range, making them more
capable of encoding sound-level changes with their firing rate
(Sullivan and Konishi, 1984).

Along the same pathways, the auditory system encodes spec-
trotemporal features of sound, the fine structure, and envelope. It
has been suggested that encoding the spectrotemporal attributes
underlies sound discrimination (Shannon et al., 1995; Wang et
al., 1995; Chi et al., 1999; Nagarajan et al., 2002; Escabí et al., 2003;
Suta et al., 2003; Woolley et al., 2005; Altmann et al., 2007; Aten-
cio et al., 2007; Nelson and Takahashi, 2010; Schneider and
Woolley, 2010). Here we address how spectrotemporal informa-
tion is processed in the brainstem. We found that specific
characteristics of spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) of
primary-like and onset-type NA units enhance their response
reliability to the stimulus envelope compared with NM units.
This shows that, not only do NA and NM specialize in encoding
different sound localization cues, but they also differ in their
selectivity to the envelope of the sound. This specialization en-
dows the first stage of the ILD processing pathway with an en-
hanced ability to encode the stimulus envelope relative to the ITD
pathway. Because the segregation into time and intensity path-
ways is present in the auditory system of both birds (Konishi,
2003) and mammals (Yin, 2002), these results are likely valid
across species.

Materials and Methods
Surgery. Data were collected from one female and two male adult barn
owls (Tyto alba) bred in captivity. The birds were anesthetized by intra-
muscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride (20 mg/kg; Ketaset) and
xylazine (4 mg/kg; Anased) over the course of the experiment. The depth
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of anesthesia was monitored by toe pinch. They also received an intra-
muscular injection of prophylactic antibiotics (oxytetracycline; 20 mg/
kg; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals) and a subcutaneous injection of lactated
Ringer’s solution (10 ml) at the beginning for each experiment. Body
temperature was maintained throughout the experiment with a heating
pad (American Medical Systems). A metal head plate was implanted at
the beginning of the first recording session by removing the top layer of
the skull and affixing it with dental cement while the head was held in
stereotaxic position with ear bars and a beak holder. A small steel post
was also implanted to demarcate a reference point for stereotaxic coor-
dinates. Subsequently, all recording sessions were performed while the
head was held in place by the head plate. A well was created on the skull
around the stereotaxic coordinates for NM and NA, using dental cement,
and the skin was sutured around it. Subsequently, a craniotomy was
performed at the coordinates for the recording site and a small incision
was made in the dura mater for electrode insertion. At the end of a
recording session, the craniotomy was sealed with Rolyan silicone elas-
tomer (Sammons Preston). After the experiment, analgesics (ketoprofen,
10 mg/kg, Ketofen; Merial) were administered. Owls were returned to
individual cages and monitored for recovery. Depending on the owl’s
weight and recovery conditions, experiments were repeated every 7–10 d
for a period of several weeks. These procedures comply with guidelines
set forth by the National Institutes of Health and the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine’s Institute of Animal Studies.

Acoustic stimulation. Dichotic stimulation was delivered in a double-
walled sound-attenuating chamber (Industrial Acoustics). Custom soft-
ware was used to generate stimuli and collect data. Earphones were
constructed from a small speaker (Knowles 1914) and a microphone
(Knowles 1319) in a custom-made case that fits the owl’s ear canal. The
microphones were calibrated using a Brüel and Kjær microphone, allow-
ing us to translate voltage output into decibels sound pressure level. The
calibrated microphones were used to calibrate the earphones at the be-
ginning of each experiment while inside the owl’s ear canal. The calibra-
tion data contained the amplitudes and phase angles measured in
frequency steps of 100 Hz. The stimulus generation software then used
these calibration data to automatically correct irregularities in the ampli-
tude and phase response of each earphone from 0.5 to 12 kHz (Arthur,
2004).

Acoustic stimuli consisted of pure tones and broadband noise bursts
with a linear rise and fall time of 5 ms.

Electrophysiology. Brainstem structures were targeted by known ste-
reotaxic coordinates. NM axons were recorded along the dorsoventral
axis of NL (Peña et al., 1996; Viete et al., 1997). NL location was deter-
mined by the stereotaxic coordinates and response properties (Peña et
al., 1996). In NL, NM fibers are clearly differentiated from NL neurons by
their response to sounds from only one ear. NM fibers were isolated and
held by a loose patch method (Peña et al., 1996) in which the electrode
serves as a suction electrode. Neural signals were sequentially ampli-
fied by a Multiclamp 700B and an alternating current amplifier (PC1;
Tucker-Davis Technologies).

NA was approached at a 5–10° angle in the coronal plane (Köppl and
Carr, 2003). The recording site was determined by first locating NL and
tilting the electrode laterally, until neural responses to only the ipsilateral
side were found. NA units can be distinguished from other short-latency,

monaural-responding structures, namely NM and the auditory nerve, by
their poor phase locking, which was measured online and confirmed post
hoc (see below, Data analysis). Nuclei downstream of NA, such as the pars
posterior of the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (LLDp) and the
superior olive, are binaural and have longer latencies than NA and can
thus be easily distinguished. NA units were recorded using 5 M� tung-
sten electrodes (A-M Systems) and amplified by a DP-301 Differential
Amplifier (Warner Instruments).

A spike discriminator (SD1; Tucker-Davis Technologies) converted
neural impulses into transistor–transistor logic pulses for an event timer
(ET1; Tucker-Davis Technologies), which recorded the timing of the
pulses.

Data collection. To estimate the frequency tuning of the neurons, 10
repetitions of 50-ms-long tones were presented in steps of 500 Hz from
0.5 to 12 kHz with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms. To estimate
the phase-locking ability of the neurons, 300 repetitions of 100-ms-long
tones were presented at the best frequency of the neurons at a suprath-
reshold intensity. The rate-level responses of the neurons were measured
using 10 repetitions of 50 ms broadband-noise bursts (1–12 kHz) pre-
sented in steps of 5 dB from 20 to 80 dB with an ISI of 500 ms.

Data used to determine the STRF of the neurons and their response
reliability were collected as described by Christianson and Peña (2007).
To measure STRFs, we presented a string of de novo-synthesized broad-
band noise segments (unfrozen noise protocol) at two intensities, one
within the dynamic range of the rate-level curve and one eliciting maxi-
mum response. To measure response reliability we used a “frozen noise”
protocol, in which a single broadband noise stimulus (1–12 kHz) was
repeated. Two noises with different intensities were randomly inter-
leaved to minimize the effects of adaptation. In both cases, noise seg-
ments were 500 ms long, with a rise and fall time of 5 ms and an ISI of 300
ms. Stimuli were presented until �4000 spikes had been collected at each
stimulus intensity.

Data analysis. STRFs were extracted by reverse correlation (de Boer
and de Jongh, 1978) from spike data collected during the unfrozen noise
protocol, as described by Christianson and Peña (2007) and Keller and
Takahashi (2000). In summary, a pre-event stimulus ensemble (PESE) is
constructed from the 15 ms stimulus segments, sampled at 48 kHz, that
precede each spike. Each element of the PESE is passed through a gam-
matone filter bank with 91 channels spaced linearly between 1 and 10
kHz. The stimulus envelope for each segment is extracted using the Hil-
bert transform and averaged across the PESE. The resulting STRF con-
sists of a 91 � 721 matrix of data points. The onset of the response to
sound (first 100 ms) was excluded for the estimation of the STRF and the
shuffled autocorrelogram (SAC), considering only those spikes that oc-
curred once the firing rate had reached a steady state by visual inspection
of the poststimulus time histogram (PSTH). In most neurons, this steady
state was reached well before 100 ms after the stimulus onset in both
frozen and unfrozen noise protocols.

The best frequency of a neuron (STRFbf) was estimated from the ex-
citatory peak value of the STRF. The spectral bandwidth and the tempo-
ral width of the STRFs (STRFbw and STRFtw, respectively) were measured
at the half-maximal response, passing through the excitatory peak.
We also measured the magnitude of the suppressive field of the STRF
(STRFsf). The amplitude of the STRFsf was defined as the most negative
data point in the STRF matrix within 3 ms preceding the excitatory peak
of the STRF. The 3 ms window was chosen empirically, by observing the
delay and duration of the suppressive fields in the dataset. Because spike
data were collected at different average binaural intensities for different
neurons, we normalized the STRFsf by the average maximal power of the
stimuli that were presented during the unfrozen noise protocol. We ex-
amined the relationship between the STRFsf and the mean amplitude of
the suppressive field and the area of the suppressive field. For this anal-
ysis, we considered all data points within the suppressive subfield smaller
than half the STRFsf value. We found that the STRFsf was strongly corre-
lated with the mean negative amplitude of the suppressive field (r � 0.99,
p � 0.001), as well as with the area of the suppressive field (r � 0.89, p �
0.001). For its lower dimensionality and for being strongly correlated
with the other two measurements, we thus used STRFsf for the rest of the
analysis and modeling.

Figure 1. Schematic of the brainstem auditory system of the barn owl. Auditory nerve (AN)
fibers bifurcate to project to both cochlear nuclei, NA and NM. NM is the first nucleus belonging
exclusively to the ITD processing pathway and projects to NL in which coincidence detection
takes place. NL projects to the ICCc. NA projects to the LLDp; these nuclei comprise the ILD
processing pathway. The ITD and ILD processing pathways converge on the ICCls, which projects
to the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICx).
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The STRF was used to predict the response of the neuron to a novel
stimulus as described previously (Eggermont et al., 1983; Theunissen et
al., 2000; Linden et al., 2003; Christianson and Peña, 2007). This was
achieved by convolving each frequency channel of the STRF with the
corresponding frequency channel of a filtered stimulus and averaging
across channels. The predicted and actual PSTHs of the neuron were
compared by computing correlation coefficients.

The effective refractory period of NA and NM units was estimated
from the interspike interval histograms (ISIHs) obtained from the un-
frozen noise protocol, binned at 0.1 ms. The effective refractory period
was measured as the shortest interspike interval, which occurred at a
spike count �25% of the maximum spike count for any interspike
interval.

We measured response reliability to the stimulus envelope by quanti-
fying the reliability of the neural response to repeated presentations of the
same stimulus with the SAC (Joris, 2003; Christianson and Peña, 2007).
For this method, each spike train recorded during one presentation of the
frozen noise stimulus is compared with all other spike trains recorded
from other presentations of the same stimulus. For each possible
combination, the forward time intervals for all spikes in the reference
spike train relative to its partner are computed using a 50 �s bin
width. A normalizing factor was used, N(N � 1)r 2��D, where N is the
number of spike trains, r is the mean firing rate, �� is the bin width of
the correlogram, and D is the duration of the time window over which
spikes are considered. This produces a unity baseline, in which a spike
train with Poisson statistics will have a flat SAC of height 1. The main
parameter considered here to quantify the ability of neurons to lock to
the envelope is the height of the peak of the SAC at zero measured in
number of normalized coincidences.

To verify our findings obtained with the SAC metric, we also quanti-
fied response reliability using the spike-train distance metric D spike[q] as
described by Victor and Purpura (1996). The spike-train distances were
computed using a cost q of 20, where absolute spike times were given in
milliseconds relative to the onset of the stimulus. This ensures that the
spike-train distance and SAC are calculated at the same temporal resolu-
tion, namely 50 �s.

To confirm the nucleus identity of the units post hoc, we took advan-
tage of the observation that neurons that phase lock will exhibit damped
oscillations in their SAC close to their best frequency (Louage et al., 2004;
Joris et al., 2006). We quantified the frequency of oscillations in their SAC
as the unique maximum, or best frequency, of the power spectral density
estimate.

Model. To study the relationship between the STRF of a neuron and its
response reliability, we created artificial STRFs by combining two gamma
envelopes (one positive and one negative). This produced the excitatory
and suppressive fields in the temporal dimension. We paired this with a
Gaussian envelope in the spectral dimension (see Fig. 5A). We varied the
magnitude of a suppressive field preceding the excitatory subfield while
keeping the magnitude of the excitatory peak, the temporal, and the peak
latencies (both positive and negative) of the STRF constant. Each of these
STRFs was convolved with a 500-ms-long broadband noise (see Fig. 5B).
The output of the convolution (see Fig. 5C) was subsequently normalized
and passed through a linear input– output function estimated from the
data (see Fig. 5D) by plotting observed PSTH spike counts against PSTH
spike counts predicted by the STRF. The resulting PSTH-like filter out-
put was decimated to a rate of 0.1 ms and used to generate a Poisson-like
spike train (Chichilnisky, 2001; Schwartz et al., 2006) (see Fig. 5E). After
the spike trains were generated, we imposed absolute refractory periods
of different durations (0.6, 1, 1.5, and 2 ms) on them by removing all
spikes that fell within that interval of a generated spike. The sampling rate
of the PSTH was decreased from 48 to 10 kHz to prevent saturation of the
firing rate when spike trains were generated. Unlike real neurons, in
which threshold and refractory period act before spikes are generated,
refractoriness in our model was imposed after spike generation. Thus,
sampling rate decimation was necessary to prevent oversaturation of the
firing rate at reasonable threshold values. Parameters of the model were
set such that the firing rate produced at the average STRF negative-to-
positive subfield magnitude ratio and estimated refractory period of NA
was similar to the average firing rate observed in the data. We generated

1500 spike trains for each combination of refractory period and suppres-
sive field magnitude. Results were averaged over five different noise stim-
uli. The spike trains produced by the model were analyzed with the SAC
to quantify the effect of refractory period and suppressive field magni-
tude on reliability as described above. To verify our quantification using
the SAC metric, we also quantified the output of the model using the
spike-train distance metric D spike[q] using 450 spike trains for each sup-
pressive field magnitude.

To control for the effects of bandwidth and temporal width of the
STRF on response reliability, we created two additional models that var-
ied each of these parameters while holding the other constant at a fixed
suppressive subfield magnitude. The constant bandwidth was set at 600
Hz, whereas the constant temporal width was set at 1.37 ms (these values
were estimated from the NA dataset). Spike trains were generated and
quantified as described above.

Finally, we calculated SACs based on the output of our NA model and
compared it with our results from electrophysiology. We convolved the
STRF of each NA unit with the stimulus presented during the frozen
noise protocol, which was used to record spike data for SAC calculation
and was not used in computing the STRF. We normalized this convolu-
tion output and then used it to generate spike trains, as described above.
The average firing rate of the spike trains was closely matched to the mean
observed firing rate of each neuron during the frozen noise protocol.
These spike trains were then used to compute SACs. We compared the
SAC peak heights predicted from the convolution of the STRF with the
stimulus (predicted SAC peak height) with the SAC peak heights ob-
tained from the spike-train data recorded in vivo (observed SAC peak
height).

Results
Identification and characterization of NA and NM units
Datasets consisted of 38 NA and 53 NM units. Neurons of both
nuclei responded only to ipsilateral monaural stimuli. NM axons,
which were recorded in dorsoventral penetrations within NL,
alternated between ipsilateral and contralateral monaural re-
sponses, clearly distinguishing them from NL neurons, which
respond to binaural stimulation (Peña et al., 1996; Viete et al.,
1997). NA can be distinguished from NM and NL units and
auditory nerve fibers by their poor ability to lock to the phase of
their best frequency (Köppl and Carr, 2003); phase locking in NA
was quantified by measuring vector strength at the estimated best
frequency of the neurons. The vector-strength values measured
in this study are comparable with those reported by Sullivan and
Konishi (1984) and Köppl and Carr (2003). Neurons that lock to
the phase of their best frequency will also display periodic oscil-
lations in their SAC (Fig. 2D), whereas SACs of neurons that do
not phase lock are smooth (Fig. 2C) (Louage et al., 2004; Joris et
al., 2006; Christianson and Peña, 2007). Taking advantage of this,
we used the SACs of the units to further confirm their phase-
locking ability for both NA and NM by comparing the frequency
of the periodicity of the SAC with the best frequency of the neu-
rons. In NM, there was a strong correlation between the fre-
quency of the periodicity of the SAC and the STRFbf (r � 0.99,
p � 0.001). However, there was no correlation for NA units,
confirming that they did not phase lock to their best frequency.

Because the estimation of the STRF and the response reliabil-
ity requires thousands of spikes, it was necessary to record exclu-
sively from units that responded robustly throughout the 500 ms
stimulus. Although this does not represent a problem in NM, our
NA sample was biased toward mostly primary-like neurons and
onset-type neurons with a sustained discharge. We defined
onset-type neurons as those units whose ratio of peak firing rate
(within the first 20 ms) to steady-state firing rate (during the last
400 ms) in response to unfrozen noise was equal to or larger than
10 (Rhode and Smith, 1986). In our dataset, two neurons met this
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criterion. Köppl and Carr (2003) classified 32% of NA neurons as
primary like and 6% as onset. Our dataset is therefore skewed
toward the most common response type, which also spans the
widest frequency range (Köppl and Carr, 2003).

To estimate the response latency, we measured the latency of
the STRF excitatory peaks. NA and NM units had significantly
different response latencies (NA, 1.9 	 0.51 ms; NM, 2.25 	 0.34
ms; medians significantly different by Kruskal–Wallis test, p �
0.005). Compared with response latencies reported previously
for NM and NA (Sullivan and Konishi, 1984; Köppl and Carr,
2003, respectively), our values are �0.5 ms shorter. However,
both previous studies used PSTHs of responses to tone and/or
noise stimuli with onset ramps to estimate first-spike latency.
Our method of estimating response latency differs by taking into
account the latency of spikes throughout the stimulus and by
construction (see Materials and Methods) avoids the confound-
ing effect of stimulus onset ramp.

As reported by Sullivan and Konishi (1984), we also observed
lower firing rates in NA than in NM, albeit those conclusions
were based on spontaneous rates, whereas our observations are
based on driven rates. We observed a mean response rate of 183 	
110 spikes/s in our sample of primary-like NA units, measured
during the first 50 ms of their response to unfrozen noise. This
value is lower than that reported by Köppl and Carr (2003).

Theirs, however, is saturation rate measured with tone stimula-
tion, which makes the difference difficult to interpret. We did not
measure saturation rate with tonal stimulation routinely. An es-
timate of effective refractory period was made by measuring the
minimum interspike interval from ISIHs obtained with multiple
repetitions of unfrozen noise. The effective refractory periods of
NA and NM units were not significantly different (1 	 0.38 and
0.8 	 0.19 ms, respectively; p � 0.05, t test).

Response reliability in NA versus NM
We compared the stimulus-dependent spike-timing reliability in
NA (n � 38) and NM (n � 40) during repeated presentations of
the same stimulus (frozen noise protocol). Spike-timing reliabil-
ity, as viewed here, is different from phase-locking reliability.
Stimulus phase changes periodically, and neurons can encode
sound phase with high accuracy while firing at different times
during the sound. Instead, by reliable spike timing, we refer to the
likelihood of spikes to fire at a given time in different presenta-
tions of the same sound (Fig. 2A,B). Under the assumption that
auditory neurons respond to power increases within their pre-
ferred frequency band, high reliability indicates that the firing
pattern could encode information about the spectral structure
and envelope of a sound.

Spike trains were analyzed using SACs (Joris et al., 2006). The
height of the SAC at zero time lag quantifies the likelihood that
spikes will occur at the same time during a stimulus when it is
presented repeatedly. We found that SAC peak heights were sig-
nificantly larger in NA than in NM (Fig. 3A) (medians signifi-
cantly different by Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.001). We found that
SAC peak height was inversely correlated with STRFbf in both NA
and NM (NA regression, �0.00072x 
 6.8, r � 0.42, p � 0.05;
NM regression, �0.0002x 
 2.7, r � 0.72, p � 0.001, within 95%
confidence bounds). To assess whether the difference in SAC
peak height was attributable to a bias in the frequency range of
neurons sampled in NA versus NM, we compared the regression
lines between best frequency and SAC peak height in both popula-
tions of cells. These regressions were significantly different ( p �
0.001, t test), indicating that, for a given frequency, SAC peaks of NA
units will be significantly larger than those observed in NM.

To verify the findings of the SAC metric using an additional
measure of response reliability, we also computed the spike-train
distance as described by Victor and Purpura (1996). Consistent
with the SAC analysis, spike-train distances were significantly
smaller in NA compared with NM (supplemental Fig. 1A, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) (medians
significantly different by Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.001). These
results indicate that the firing pattern in NA is more invariant
than in NM when the same stimulus is repeated.

Comparison of STRFs of neurons in NA versus NM
To evaluate differences between STRFs of NA and NM units (n �
36 and n � 53, respectively), we began by quantifying the STRFbf,
STRFbw, and STRFtw. We found a significant positive correlation
between STRFbw and STRFbf in NM and NA (NM regression,
0.089x 
 37, r � 0.69, p � 0.001; NA regression, 0.15x 
 220, r �
0.36, p � 0.05). When plotted together, samples of the two pop-
ulations of neurons overlap (data not shown), but their regres-
sions are significantly different (t test, p � 0.001). We also found
an inverse correlation between STRFbf and STRFtw in both nuclei
(NM regression, �0.0002x 
 2.2, r � �0.74, p � 0.001; NA
regression, �0.00019x 
 2.2, r � 0.72, p � 0.001). These regres-
sions were not significantly different.

Figure 2. NA and NM units exhibit gross differences in their response properties. Represen-
tative rasters are shown for the responses of NA (A) and NM (B) neurons to repeated presenta-
tions of the same stimulus (frozen noise). C, SAC corresponding to the NA unit in A with a peak
height of 10. D, SAC corresponding to the NM unit in B with a peak height of 1.6. The high-
frequency structure in D is a result of phase locking in NM. E, A representative example of the
STRF of an NA unit. STRFbf � 6.1 kHz, STRFbw � 800 Hz, STRFtw � 0.9 ms. F, A representative
example of the STRF of an NM unit. STRFbf � 6 kHz, STRFbw � 500 Hz, STRFtw � 0.9 ms. Notice
that the excitatory subfield of the NA unit is preceded by a suppressive field (blue), which is
absent in NM.
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A conspicuous difference observed is that excitatory subfields
of STRFs in NA were generally preceded by a suppressive field
(STRFsf) (Fig. 2E), which was generally absent in STRFs of NM
units (Fig. 2F). When quantifying the STRFsf, we found that its
magnitude across NA units is in fact significantly larger than across
NM units (Fig. 3B) (medians significantly different by Kruskal–Wal-
lis test, p � 0.001). This STRF property is consistent with NA neu-
rons being sensitive to the onset of power transients within the
frequency band to which they are tuned (discussed below).

We used the STRFs of the neurons, computed with unfrozen
noise, to predict the response to stimuli presented during the
frozen noise protocol and compared predicted and observed
PSTHs. We found that the correlation coefficients between the
predicted and observed PSTHs were significantly higher for
STRFs of NA units (median, 0.7) than for STRFs of NM units
(median, 0.62; medians significantly different by Kruskal–Wallis,
p � 0.001) (Fig. 4). This indicates that linear filters, such as
STRFs, are a better descriptor of the response behavior of NA
neurons than they are for NM units.

Relationship between STRF properties and response
reliability
In NA, we found a significant correlation between STRFsf and
SAC peak height (Fig. 3C) (regression, 17x 
 1.9, r � 0.62, p �
0.001), as well as between STRFbf and SAC peak height (regres-
sion, �0.00075x 
 7.4, r � 0.32, p � 0.05). In NM, we found that
both STRFbw (regression, �0.0011x 
 2.2, r � 0.43, p � 0.01)
and STRFbf (regression, �0.0002x 
 2.7, r � 0.72, p � 0.001)
were correlated with their SAC peak height. Because many of
these parameters covary, we used multilinear regression analysis
to determine which STRF features had the most power in mod-
ulating SAC peak height when considered together. For this anal-
ysis, STRFsf, STRFbw, and STRFbf were normalized by their
within-sample maxima. In NA, SAC peak was significantly influ-
enced by STRFsf and STRFbf, in which STRFsf was the dominant
factor (Table 1). In NM, SAC peak was significantly affected only
by STRFbf (Table 1). The lack of effect that STRFsf has on the SAC
peak of NM units is likely attributable to STRFsf values spanning
a very small range in NM. Also, it should be noted that STRFbf

Figure 3. Quantification of response reliability (SAC peak height) and STRFsf across popula-
tion data. A, SAC peak heights (in units of normalized number of coincidences) are significantly
larger in NA units (medians significantly different by Kruskal–Wallis test, p�0.001), indicating
that responses are more reliable in NA compared with NM; B, STRFsf is significantly larger in NA
units than in NM units (medians significantly different by Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.001).
Boxes extend from lower quartile to upper quartile of the sample, with the center line marking
the median. Outliers (
) are data points 1.5 times the interquartile range of the sample. C,
STRFsf and SAC peak height are correlated in NA (regression, 17x 
 1.9, r � 0.62, p � 0.001).

Figure 4. STRFs more accurately predict the response of NA units than NM units. Example of
observed (black) and predicted (red) PSTHs, given in units of normalized spike counts (Norm.
Spike Count), from NA (A, correlation coefficient of 0.85) and NM (B, correlation coefficient of
0.7). C, The correlation between the predicted and observed PSTHs (Corr. Coeff.) was compared
across NA and NM. NA STRFs yielded better predictions of neural responses (medians signifi-
cantly different by Kruskal–Wallis test, p � 0.001). Boxes extend from lower quartile to upper
quartile of the sample, with the center line marking the median. Outliers (
) are data points 1.5
times the interquartile range of the sample.
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exerts a much more prominent effect on NA SAC peaks than on
NM SAC peaks. This indicates that STRF features play a much
greater role in modulating SAC peaks in NA than NM.

Modeling the effects of STRF properties on response
reliability
To assess the effect of varying specific STRF parameters on the
response reliability of a neuron, we developed a simple model
using artificial STRFs that were convolved with a stimulus, allow-
ing us to generate artificial spike trains from the resulting output
(Fig. 5). We varied parameters of interest in the modeled STRFs
to observe how they affected the reliability of the neural response,
which was quantified using SACs.

Our primary interest was the effect of the magnitude of STRFsf

on SACs. This suppressive field is consistent with sensitivity to
the onset of power transients in the preferred frequency band of
the neuron, making it more selective than a neuron without a
suppressive field. To test whether greater spectrotemporal selec-
tivity, as indicated by the presence of STRFsf, could account for
greater response reliability, we ran the model varying STRFsf

while holding STRFbw and STRFtw constant. Consistent with the
observations in the NA units, we found that increasing the mag-
nitude of the suppressive field created more patterned PSTHs and
rasters (Fig. 6A) and enhanced the reliability of spike trains, in-
creasing the SAC peak height (Fig. 6B). Although firing rates do
change with varying STRFsf, the SAC is normalized with respect
to the firing rate, and this does not represent a confound (see
Materials and Methods). Spike-train distances also decreased
with larger STRFsf (supplemental Fig. 1B, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Overall, these results
indicate that STRFsf can account for enhanced response reliabil-
ity observed in NA.

Another difference between NM and NA units that could
affect reliability is the larger STRFbw observed in NA. Our
model showed that increasing STRFbw decreased the SAC peak
height (supplemental Fig. 1C, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material). This is consistent with our obser-
vation of an inverse correlation between SAC peak height and
STRFbw in NM (see previous section). Furthermore, spike-
train distances increased with increasing STRFbw (supplemen-
tal Fig. 1 D, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). The larger STRFbw of the NA units compared with
NM should, according to the model, decrease their response
reliability. We observed that, despite this difference, the re-
sponse reliability of NA units is still significantly larger.

Our model simulated neurons with different refractory pe-
riods under the same STRF parameters. The refractory period
did not grossly affect the relationship between SAC peak
height and STRFsf (Fig. 6 B). The refractory periods estimated
from ISIHs in our dataset were not significantly different be-
tween NA and NM.

Finally, we tested how well our model could predict the rela-
tionship between STRFs and response reliability in the data. We
used the model to generate spike trains from the STRF of each NA

unit and computed SACs on these data. We found a correlation
between the SAC peak height obtained from our in vivo data and
those predicted by our model (r � 0.54, p � 0.001) (Fig. 6C). The
model, however, tended to overestimate the SAC peak height;
this is to be expected, because our model did not incorporate any
noise mechanism and all simulated spiking activity is purely stim-
ulus driven. Despite the expected overestimation, this result in-
dicates that our model captures the overall relationship between
STRF shape and reliability.

Discussion
In this study, we show that the degree of envelope locking of a
neuron can be predicted by features of its STRF. We demonstrate
a relationship between response reliability conferred by envelope
locking and features of the spectrotemporal tuning of neurons.
Primary-like and onset type neurons in NA, the first nucleus of
the ILD processing pathway in barn owls, show more reliable
responses to the stimulus envelope than NM units, the first nu-
cleus of the ITD processing pathway. This locking to the stimulus
envelope, which underlies the enhanced trial-to-trial response
reliability in NA, is correlated with the amplitude of a pre-
excitatory suppressive field in the STRFs.

Previous research has reported spatially independent,
highly reproducible neural responses to repeated stimuli in
the lateral shell of the inferior colliculus (ICCls) of the barn
owl (Keller and Takahashi, 2000). It has been demonstrated
that neurons in ICCls are able to lock to the envelope of nar-
rowband stimuli. On average, this envelope is virtually iden-
tical to a cross-section through the STRF at the best frequency
of the neuron. Similar to our findings, the authors describe
some neurons as having biphasic STRFs that display a trough
followed by a peak. Our work demonstrates that these highly
reproducible envelope-locked responses can already be ob-
served in the cochlear nuclei, suggesting that the midbrain
response is inherited from preceding processing stages. Keller
and Takahashi (2000) proposed that information about the
stimulus envelope may be passed to ICCls via the ILD process-
ing pathway. Our work supports this hypothesis, provided
that the quality of the envelope locking is preserved from NA
to LLDp, the downstream nucleus that projects to ICCls. Our
work further expands on the work of Keller and Takahashi
(2000) by demonstrating a relationship between the envelope
features to which the neurons are tuned and the reliability of
the neural response. The more selective a neuron is for enve-
lope features, the more reliable its response will be.

Mammals, like barn owls, process ITDs and ILDs in parallel
brainstem pathways. In owls, both pathways cover approximately
the same frequency range (Manley et al., 1988; Carr and Konishi,
1990; Köppl and Carr, 2003), whereas in mammals the overlap is
more restricted (Yin and Chan, 1990; Tollin and Yin, 2005).
There is evidence that both pathways converge over a broad range
of frequencies in the inferior colliculus, in which input from
high-frequency medial superior olive neurons has been demon-
strated (Loftus et al., 2010). Envelope locking has been observed
in the mammalian ILD pathway, specifically in cells of the lateral
superior olive and their afferents, the spherical bushy cells of
the anteroventral cochlear nucleus, and the medial nucleus of
the trapezoid body (Joris and Yin, 1995, 1998; Joris, 1996). In
the mammalian inferior colliculus, ITD tuning over a broad
frequency range is dominated by envelope locking (Joris,
2003; Griffin et al., 2005). These studies show that envelope
locking is observed in both the mammalian ITD and ILD path-
ways. However, the degree of envelope locking in the two

Table 1. Coefficients of multilinear regression analysis

Reg. coeff. (NA) p (NA) Reg. coeff. (NM) p (NM)

STRFsf 10.16 �0.001 �0.09 0.57
STRFbw 2.57 0.28 0.17 0.57
STRFbf �7.95 �0.001 �1.4 �0.001

Regression coefficients (Reg. Coeff.) and p values for the multilinear regression analysis performed on STRFsf ,
STRFbw , STRFbf , and SAC peak height data from NA and NM.
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pathways has not been compared in
mammals. Given our data and the avail-
able evidence in mammals, it is possible
that the ILD processing pathway in
mammals would also encode envelope
information with higher fidelity than
the ITD processing pathway within the
same frequency range.

STRFs and response reliability
The STRFs of NA units are characterized
by a pre-excitatory suppressive field that is
essentially absent in NM units. The pres-
ence of suppressive fields in STRFs of NA
units indicates that the filter function of
these neurons detects portions of stimuli
in which power in the preferred frequency
band increases sharply, i.e., power tran-
sients or envelope fluctuations. These ob-
servations indicate that NA units are more
selectively tuned to envelope features than
NM units.

Studies across species and sensory sys-
tems have demonstrated that sensitivity to
transients in input current (Mainen and
Sejnowski, 1995; Suter and Jaeger, 2004;
Rodriguez-Molina et al., 2007; Street and
Manis, 2007) and stimuli (de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al., 1997; Mechler et al.,
1998; Rokem et al., 2006; Schmid et al.,
2009) can generate precise, reliable neural
activity. This is also supported by model-
ing studies (Kretzberg et al., 2001; Gutkin
et al., 2003; Galán et al., 2008). We infer
that the STRF properties of NA units are
an expression of their tuning to transients,
or envelope fluctuations, which leads to
more reliable spike timing. It has also been
suggested that inhibitory subfields may
increase firing reliability and contribute to
encoding natural stimuli in the auditory
cortex (Narayan et al., 2005; David et al.,
2009), although such predictions have not
always been confirmed by data (Schneider
and Woolley, 2010). Our work provides
an example in which those predictions are
true.

Mechanisms of enhanced envelope locking
The �-dendrotoxin-sensitive low-threshold potassium channel
(KLT) allows neurons to preferentially respond when a stimulus in-
duces fast rates of depolarization (Ferragamo and Oertel, 2002; Slee

et al., 2005; McGinley and Oertel, 2006; Gai et al., 2009). These
properties of KLT make it a good candidate for explaining the cellular
mechanism of pre-excitatory suppressive fields in STRFs of NAs.
Interestingly, KLT has been shown to be present in both NA and NM
(Reyes et al., 1994; Fukui and Ohmori, 2003, 2004). However, work

Figure 6. Modeling the effects of STRF suppressive field on response reliability. A, Representative STRFs (top), PSTHs (middle),
and corresponding rasters (bottom) at suppressive field magnitudes (STRFsf) equal to, from left to right, 0, 0.3, and 0.6. PSTHs are
shown as normalized predicted spike count. Quantification reveals that pre-excitatory suppressive fields enhance response reli-
ability (SAC peak height, B, in units of normalized number of coincidences). Different refractory periods (RFP) were tested (indi-
cated in B). Data points for refractory periods of 1 ms are enhanced for clarity. A refractory period of 1 ms most closely approximates
the estimated refractory periods across NA and NM. C, The SAC peak height predicted by the model is correlated with the in vivo
observed SAC peak height (r � 0.54, p � 0.001).

Figure 5. Schematic description of the model. Model STRFs (A) were convolved with a noise stimulus (B). This PSTH-like filter output (C) was put through a linear input– output function estimated
from the in vivo data (D). The resulting output was used to generate spike trains (E), which were analyzed using the SAC metric.
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by McGinley and Oertel (2006) demonstrated that populations of
cells with different KLT conductance are sensitive to different rates of
depolarization and have different integration windows. Difference
in integration windows may underlie the observed differences in
envelope locking capabilities between NA and NM.

Alternatively, fast changes in membrane potential have been
shown to be associated with low spiking thresholds (Azouz and
Gray, 2000). Peña and Konishi (2002) reported that spiking
thresholds that occurred at the stimulus onset, when a large
power transient is present, had lower thresholds than those of
subsequent and spontaneous spikes. Similar mechanisms have
also been described in the rat hippocampus (Henze and Buzsáki,
2001).

Escabí et al. (2005) observed an inverse relationship between
STRF selectivity and firing rate. Using an integrate-and-fire
model, they demonstrated that this observation could be ac-
counted for by spiking thresholds. Street and Manis (2007) re-
ported similar findings in the dorsal cochlear nucleus of the rat.
Our model yields results consistent with their prediction. How-
ever, our in vivo data showed no correlation between the firing
rates of neurons and STRFsf or spike reliability. This may be
attributable to level of anesthesia or differences in spontaneous
activity. Limitations of our model, which does not include a
thresholding mechanism controlled by physiological parameters,
prevent us from isolating the effects of threshold on response
reliability. Although we cannot exclude thresholding as a mech-
anism to further enhance response reliability, the selectivity of
neurons for transients cannot be explained by a pure threshold-
ing mechanism that does not take rates of depolarization into
account.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have found that primary-like and onset-type
NA units encode the envelope more reliably than NM units. A
more selective spectrotemporal tuning characterizes responses in
NA. These tuning properties are the result of greater sensitivity to
a specific feature, power transients, within the frequency band
that neurons prefer. Consistent with theory, the data show a cor-
relation between the magnitude of the suppressive fields in NA
STRFs and the reliability of the response to repeated presenta-
tions of the same stimulus. Our findings demonstrate that the
adaptations that segregate auditory processing into timing and
intensity pathways, manifested as temporal processing resolu-
tion, have an inverse effect on the ability to encode the stimulus
envelope. If this inverse relationship arises directly from con-
straints of cellular computation, we expect that the general find-
ing should be true in the auditory system of other species.
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